Goldberg and Rao recently proposed the blocking flow method based on a binary length function to obtain a better algorithm for the maximum flow problem. The previous algorithms based on the blocking flow method proposed by Dinic use the unit length function: every residual edge is of length 1. In this paper, we survey properties of the distance function defined by a length function and give an overview on the representative maximum flow algorithms proposed so far in a systematic way by utilizing these properties. Among them are included two new algorithms: the Goldberg-Rao algorithm which finds a maximum flow on an integral capacity network N of n vertices and m edges in ~( m i n { m l /~, n2/3}7n log(n2/m) log U) time, where U is the maximum edge capacity of N , and the Karger-Levine algorithm which finds a maximum flow on an undirected network N with unit capacity and no parallel edges in 0 ( m + nv3/2) time, where v is the value of a maximum flow of N .
Introduction
The maximum flow problem, finding a flow of maximum value on a network from a source to a sink, is one of the most fundamental problems with a wide variety of scientific and engineering applications and has been studied intensively. The problem was formulated by Dantzig [l41 and solved by Ford-Fulkerson [l91 based on the augmenting path method. Since then, a number of algorithms have been proposed and representative algorithms are listed in Table 1 . Nice survey papers and books on this topic have also been published 146, 13, 25, 1, 2, 31, 29, 6] . The algorithm of Ford-Fulkerson [l91 assumes that input networks have integral or rational capacities and sometimes fails to correctly find a maximum flow or to halt for a network with irrational capacities. Sunaga-Iri [45] proposed a method to find a maximum flow and terminate even for a network with irrational capacities. Dinic [l51 and Edmonds-Karp [l71 independently showed that the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm runs in polynomial time (even for networks with irrational capacities) if flows are augmented along shortest augmenting paths. More specifically, Dinic introduced a shortest augmenting path network, called a level network here, and proposed a blocking flow algorithm to find a maximum flow on a network with n vertices and m edges in 0 ( m n 2 ) time. Karzanov 1371 improved this bound to 0 ( n 3 ) by introducing the concept of a preflow and obtaining a blocking flow in a level network in 0 ( n 2 ) time. Sleator-Tarjan 1441 proposed a dynamic tree data structure, a new data structure suitable for manipulating flows in the level network, and obtained an algorithm for finding a blocking flow in the level network in O(m1ogn) time. This lead to an O(mn1ogn) time algorithm which is considered to be a most efficient algorithm based on the level network.
On the other hand, Goldberg-Tarjan 1261 proposed a new algorithm which was not based on the level network. Their algorithm was called the push-relabel method and uses a preflow introduced by Karzanov and a distance label for each vertex that is a lower bound on the Table 1 : Representative maximum flow algorithms f23). Years are based on the original publications while citations are based on the most complete publications.
length of a shortest path to the sink. They obtained 0(n3) and O ( m n l o g (~~/ m ) } time algorithms based on queues and dynamic trees respectively. The push-relabel method had a number of flexibilities and many variants have been proposed. Cheriyan-Hagerup [g] proposed a randomized algorithm based on a combinatorial game. Their algorithm always finds a maximum flow in O(mn +n2(log n)2) time with probability at least 1 -2 f i and in O(mn log n) time in the worst case. Alon [S] proposed a derandomization of the CheriyanHagerup algorithm and obtained an 0 (mn + TO^ log n) time algorithm. King-Rao-Tarj an 381 also considered a slightly different combinatorial game and obtained an O(mn + n2^} time algorithm for any positive constant e. After that, Phillips-Westbrook [42] tion log U = O(1ogn) introduced by Gabow [20] is often used. The ballpark bound denoted by 0 " under the similarity assumption is also used (O*(f (n)) = ~( ( l o~n )~* l ) f (n))). The bound fl(mn) is a natural barrier for maximum flow algorithms and all algorithms described above are dominated by this bound. In a path decomposition of a flow, the total path length is Q(mn) in the worst case ( Figure 1 ). This implies an Cl(mn) lower bound on any algorithm which augments a flow along an augmenting path. This lower bound does not apply to algorithms that work preflows or use data structures like dynamic trees. In spite of numerous attempts, however, no algorithm described above achieves this lower bound in general. For dense graphs, Cheriyan-Hagerup-Mehlhorn [g] achieved the bound O(n3/ log n) beating the lower bound Wmn). On the other hand, Goldberg-Rao [23] proposed in 1997 an 0(min\m112, n2I3}m log(n2/m) log U) time algorithm beating drastically this lower bound under the assumption of similarity.
For networks with unit edge capacity, the total path decomposition length is 0 ( m ) and o(mn) bounds have been obtained by Karzanov [36] and , independently. Actually, Even-Tarjan have shown that the Dinic algorithm runs in ~( m i n { m '^~, n2I3}m) time on networks with unit capacity and no parallel edges. The Goldberg-Rao algorithm [23] achieves this bound (the ballpark bound) for general networks. On the other hand, obtained an O(min{m, n312}m1^2) time algorithm on undirected networks with unit capacities and no parallel edges. Karger-Levine (351 proposed an O(m + nv3l2) time algorithm, where v is the value of a maximum flow on an undirected network with unit capacity and no parallel edges. They also proposed an algorithm with Ofnm2/3u1^) time and a randomized algorithm with O*(m + n11/9v) time. The latter algorithm suggests that the maximum flow problem of undirected networks with unit capacity seems easier than the maximum bipartite matching problem, since an O(n2.5) time algorithm [28] has long been fastest for the ipartite matching problem in spite of many efforts for nearly thirty years.
This survey paper is organized as follows. We first give an overview of representative methods in maximum flow algorithms including the shortest augmenting path method, the blocking flow method on the level networks and the push-relabel method in Section 2. We also give fundamental properties of distance labelings defined by length functions and review the Dinic, Even-Tarjan, and Goldberg-Tarjan algorithms in a systematic way based on the distance labeling. Then in Section 3, we consider algorithms for integral capacity networks where scaling of edge capacities is widely used. We see how scaling techniques have been used in polynomial time algorithms. The central part of this survey is a description of the Goldberg-Rao algorithm where we try to give several comments on their original algorithm and present an illustrative example. In Section 4, we consider algorithms for undirected unit capacity networks. Sparsification of a network proposed by Nagamochi-Ibaraki [41] is a most powerful tool in the algorithms recently proposed by and KargerLevine [35] . We give a brief overview of these two algorithms based on the sparsification and the properties of the distance labelings. In Section 5 we give concluding remarks.
Not at ion and Fundamental Algorithms
A directed graph G = (V, E) having a nonnegative real-valued capacity cap(e) on each edge e E E and two distinct distinguished vertices, a source s and a sink t, is called a network and denoted by N = (G, cap, S, t). Throughout this paper, n = IVI and rn = \E\. We also use U to denote the maximum edge capacity if all edges have integral capacities. Let &^(v) = {e = (v, W) E E} denote the set of edges in E out of v. Similarly, & ( v ) = {e = ( U , v) E E} denotes the set of edges in E into v. A flow f on a network N = (G, cap, S, t ) is a real-valued function f on edge set E satisfying the following constraints: 0 < f (e) < cap(e) for all e E E (capacity constraint);
The value of a flow f , denoted by val(f\ is the net flow out of source S:
By conservation constraint, val(f) is equal to the net flow into sink t. A maximum flow is a flow of maximum value. The maximum flow problem is the problem of finding a maximum flow on a given network. We can assume that all edge capacities are finite, since if some edge capacities are infinite but no path consisting of infinite-capacity edges from S to t exists, then each infinite capacity can be replaced by the sum of the finite capacities without affecting the problem. For a subset X of V with S E X and t E V -X , let ^(X) be the set of edges out of X (to V -X ) . Similarly, &-(X) is the set of edges out of V -X (to X ) . &+(X) is called an S-t cut and its capacity is defined by cap(X) = x e e s + ( x ) cap(e). Note that x e e a + i x ) f (e) -xee6-( x i f (e) = val ( f ) and the following famous maximum flow minimum cut theorem holds. Theorem 2.1 For any flow f and any S-t cut ^(X) of a network N = (G, cap, S, t), an inequality val(f) < cap(X) holds. Furthermore, for a maximum flow f * and an S-t cut S^ (X*) of minimum capacity, val (f *) = cap(X*) holds.
Residual networks and augmenting paths
The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm uses a residual network. For an edge e = (v, W) E E, let eR = (W, v) be an edge reversing the direction of e. If e = (v, W ) E E and (W, v) E, then we add the edge eR = (W, v) with cap(eR) = 0 . If edges e = (v, W) and e' = (w,v) are both in E then we consider eR = e' and e = em (cap(eR) = cap(el) and cap(etR) = cap(e)) .
Thus, for simplicity, we assume throughout this paper that G is simple and symmetric (i.e., (v, W) E E if and only if (W, v) 6 E). This implies E = E U ER (ER {eR 1 e 6 E}). For a flow f on a network N = (G, cap, S , t), define Then capf{e) is called a residual capacity of e = (U, W ) , since we can increase f (e) by cap(e) -f (e) along e = (U, W ) and decrease f (eR) along eR = (W, v) (and thus we can increase flow from v to W by capf (e) in total). The residual network N ( f ) = (G( f ) = [V, E(f)), capf, S, t) with respect to f is defined to be Furthermore, if f (e) > 0 and f(eR) > 0 for some e ? E, then we can easily modify f without changing the flow value ual(f) and the residual capacities as follows:
Thus, for simplicity, we assume that, whenever f(e) is modified, we always perform (2.5) for e, eR E E immediately after that and, thus, a flow f satisfies the following constraint throughout the paper:
f(e) = 0 or f(eR) = 0 for all e E E. (2.6) Note that Elf) = E -{e 6 E \ capf(e) = O} and if cap(e) = f ( e ) > 0 then capj(e) = 0 since f (eR) = 0 by (2.6). A path P = P(s, t) in the residual network N ( f ) from s to t is called an augmenting path with respect to f . Actually, define the residual path capacity of P = P ( s , t ) , denoted by A ( P ) , to be the minimum value among the residual capacities of edges in P (thus A ( P ) > 0) and set Here, by f ' := f + A ( P ) , we mean that we first set and then perform (2.5) for each e E P (by substituting f 1 for f ) . Thus, the obtained f 1 satisfies flow constraints and (2.6) and f ' is a flow on N with ual( f') = ual( f ) + A ( P ) > val(f ). Note that, before performing (2.5), some fl(e) may be larger than cap(e), and that, after performing (2.5), some f'(ef) with e' E P may be zero. We have, however, capf~ (e) = cap (e) -A ( P ) and caprt (eR) = capf{eR) +/\{P) for each e E P unless P contains both e and eR, since the residual capacity of edge e E P is not changed by performing (2.5).
(If P contains both e and eR, then capp (e) = capf(e) and capp (eR) = capf (eR) .) Thus, we can increase the value of a flow by sending a flow along an augmenting path. This implies that, if f is a maximum flow on N then there is no augmenting path with respect to f . The converse is also true and the following theorem holds. eorem 2.2 For any flow f on N = (G, cap, s , t ) , f is a maximum flow if and only if there is no augmenting path with respect to f . Proof. Since the necessity is already described above, we consider the sufficiency. Suppose that there is no path from s to t in the residual network N ( f ) . Let X be the vertex set reachable from s in N ( f ) . Then s E X and t E V -X and @ ( X ) is an S-t cut of N . By the definitions of X and N ( f ) , each edge e E (X) of N satisfies f (e) = cap(e), f (eR) = 0 (capf (e) = 0) and each edge e E 6 -( X ) of N satisfies f (e) = 0, f (eR) = cap(eR) (capf (eR) = 0). Thus, If all edge capacities are integers, then one can easily obtain by induction that, at any time of the iterations, the edge capacities of N ( f ) and A(Pf) are integers and a flow f is integral (i.e., f (e) is an integer for each e E E). Thus, we have the integrality theorem as follows. Theorem 2.3 -If all edge capacities are integers, then there is a maximum flow f such that f (e) is an integer for every e ? E.
Since any flow f" on the residual network N ( f ) can be decomposed into a set of paths P with fl'(e) = A ( P ) , we can use the notation extending (2.7) to augment f to f ' using /l1. Furthermore, if fl' is a maximum flow on N ( f ), then f := f + f " is a maximum flow of N. Such a maximum flow fl' is called a maximum residual flow of f .
Blocking flows and level networks
As mentioned in Introduction, the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm may have many augmentations if the network has large integral capacities and it sometimes fails to correctly find a maximum flow or to halt if the network has irrational capacities. Thus, we have to select augmenting paths carefully so that their method becomes efficient. Dinic and Edmonds-Karp independently showed that the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm runs in polynomial time (even for networks with irrational capacities) if augmentations are done along shortest augmenting paths. In this section, we give an overview of the Dinic algorithm. 
Dinic Algorithm
1. Set f := 0 (i.e., f (e) := 0 for each edge e E E). Thus there are at most n -1 iterations. In each iteration, a blocking flow can be computed in 0 ( m n ) time by the depth-first search for the level network NL(f). Thus, the following theorem is obtained.
Theorem 2.4
The Dime algorithm finds a maximum flow f on N in 0 ( m n 2 ) time.
Length functions and distance labelings
Let N ( f ) = (G( f ), capf, S, t) be the residual network with respect to f . A length function C. El(f) = {e c E(f) 1 e is contained in ashortest path from s t o t in N(f)} Of course, the capacity of e G E&) = El(f) E(/) is kept the same.
Let P be a path in N^f) from s to t and 0 < A' 5 A ( P ) ( A ( P ) is the residual path capacity of P). We try to augment the current flow f by pushing a flow of value A' along P and obtain a flow f ' := f + A' (by extending (2.7), f ' := f + A' means that we first set f (e) + A' (e E P)
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and then perform (2.5) for each e E P (by substituting f' for f )). We also update the length function l to l using a nonnegative function P' as follows:
then a is not in N ( f l ) and we assume that Â£"(a = oo holds implicitly. Then we have the following lemma. Lemma 2.5 dp is a distance labeling of N ( f l ) with respect to t ? ' defined by (2.10 ). Proof. The lengths are changed according to the residual capacities and the residual capacities are changed only for the edges a and aR with a in P. Therefore, it suffices to show that de satisfies the requirement of a distance labeling with respect to Â¥C only for such edges.
+ dp(u) > dp(u), and thus
Note that P can contain a cycle of length 0 although it does not go through the same edge twice or more. Thus, P may not be simple. By Lemma 2.5, the maximum distance labeling dy with respect l satisfies din > dp. We can generalize Lemma 2.5 as follows. If f " is a flow on the residual shortest network Np ( f ) of N ( f ) , then f " can be decomposed into a set of flows along shortest paths in Np( f ) . Considering each such a flow in the decomposition independently and simultaneously, we have the following corollary. (2.10 ) and thus dP > dp.
Corollary 2.6 If f" is a flow on the residual shortest network N p ( f ) of N ( f ) , then, for
Note that, in the Dinic algorithm, each edge in N ( f ) has unit length and the level network exactly corresponds to the residual shortest network. The levelk [s] in the k-th iteration can be shown to satisfy l e~e l~+~ [ s ] > levelk [s] as a special case of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7 If fl' is a blocking flow on the residual shortest network N p ( f ) of N ( f ) and all edges lengths i n t of N ( f ) and in I"
by adding all edges eR with length 0 for edges e in Np( f ) . Note that dp(
and thus eR = ( v , U ) is a kind of backward edge directed from a vertex of less distance to a vertex of larger distance in N p ( f ) and thus eR is not in
is of length more than dp(v) -dp(u) (di(v) -d{(u) < O), then its addition to Ni( f ) makes no effect on the shortest paths in NAf) from s to t. of length at most dp(s)) from s to t, since f" is a blocking flow of Np( f ) . Let N W be the network obtained from N: ( f ) by adding all edges e in N ( f ) but not in N: ( f Thus, dl(s) = 2. If we augment the current flow by using a blocking flow along a shortest path S, U, v, t of length 2 and increase the flow value by 1, then, in the residual network in the next time, the edge (v, U) satisfies P(v, U ) = 0 and thus dp (S) = 2.
Note that the edge set of N ( f l ) is a subset of the edge set of N h ( f ) and the length Â£ is at least the length of N k ( f ) and thus, any path from s to t in the network N ( f l ) is of length greater than de(s).
By this lemma, we can estimate the number of iterations of finding a blocking flow in a maximum flow algorithm. If we use the unit length function C, of N ( f ) as in the Dinic algorithm, then the level network NL (f ) of N (f ) exactly corresponds to the residual shortest network Ng( f ) of N ( f ) and the number of iterations is O ( n ) . Goldberg-Rao introduced a concept of volume which can also be used to estimate the number of iterations. Consider an edge e in N ( f ) as a pipe and the residual capacity capf (e) of e as an area of the cross section of pipe e. Then capf[e)Â£(e becomes the volume of pipe e and the total volume
Volfe of the residual network N ( f ) is
The difference of the value of a maximum flow f * and that of a current flow f , denoted by val(f *) -val( f}, can be estimated as follows by using this volume, since if we augment f by a flow of value 1 along an augmenting path in N ( f ) from S to t then the volume decreases by at least dt(s) (note that VolM is nonnegative by the definition). Lemma 2.8 [23] For a maximum flow f * and a current flow f on N and a length function By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, to decrease the number of iterations, the number of different values which dl(s) can take on and the value Volft should be made small. This leads us t o the following strategy: edges with large residual capacity should be of shorter length. More specifically, all edges with large residual capacities should be of length 0. However, if we allow a general length function, then analysis becomes harder. From these kinds of viewpoints, a binary length function Â with Â£(a = 0 or Â£(a = 1 for each a may be of help.
Goldberg-Rao [23] considered a binary length function i such that Â£(a = 0 if capf(a) >_ a and Â£(a = 1 if 0 < capf(a) < a for some threshold a. However, the existence of edges of length 0 makes Lemma 2.7 violated in some cases ( Figure 3 ). In spite of these weak points, a binary length function C, has nice aspects described below.
Using a maximum distance labeling de, let
and define <^( S ) S-t cuts ^{Sk} of N ( f ) to be canonical cuts of N ( f ) . Canonical cuts can be rewritten by S+(Sl,} = E(Vk, Vf-l) if we use Vk = {v E V \ di(v) = k} and Proof. Using the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm, we initially set f' := 0 and repeat augmenting f along a shortest path in N ( f l ) from s to t (with the unit length function C) and increase the flow value by 1 until the value of flow f ' becomes r . Let f be the flow f ' of value r obtained in this way. We rewrite N to be the unit capacity network with edge set Ef . Then N contains no directed cycle since we used shortest augmenting paths. Now try again to find the flow f of value r in N by the same method as above. Then, for a flow f of value r' in (r' + l)-st iteration, f -f ' is a maximum residual flow in the residual network N ( f ') and dl ( S ) satisfies dl ( S ) < -7Ã' by Lemma 2.9 and fi = 1. Thus, in (r' + l)-st iteration, the flow value is increased from r' to r' + l and at most & edges are newly used to augment flow fl. This implies Theorem 2.11 [36, 181 The Dinic algorithm finds a maximum flow on a unit capacity network N with no parallel edge in 0(min{m1I2, n2I3}m) time.
Proof. Since the residual capacities are 1 or 2 in the residual network and each blocking flow can be obtained in 0 ( m ) time, we can assume that there are at least min{m112, n2I3} iterations of finding a blocking flow (otherwise the theorem trivially holds). Thus, the maximum flow f * is of value at least min{m1I2, n2I3} and val(f*) <: n <: m since N has no parallel edge. We will show below that there are at most 3 min{m112, n2I3} iterations of finding a blocking flow. Let i be the unit length function.
We first consider the case when m1I2 < n2I3. After the m^-th blocking flow iteration, the flow f is of value a t least m112 and dl(s) > m1I2 by Lemma 2.7. By Lemma 2.8, we have and there are a t most 2m112 blocking flow iterations after the m^-th blocking flow iteration.
Next we consider the case when m112 > n2I3. After the n2I3-th blocking flow iteration, the flow f is of value a t least n2I3 and df(s) 2 n213 by Lemma 2.7. By Lemma 2.9, we have and there are at most 2n2^ blocking flow iterations after the n213-th blocking flow iteration. 
Preflows and push-relabel method
A preflow f on a network N = (G = (V, E), cap, S, t) is a real-valued function f on edge set E satisfying the following constraints [37] : 0 < f (e) < cap(e) for all e E E (capacity constraint);
The value ex(v) We describe the Goldberg-Tarjan push-relabel method based on preflows [26] by borrowing the summary given by Ahuja-Orlin-Tarjan [4] . The preflow algorithm maintains a preflow f and moves flow from active vertices through edges in N ( f ) toward the sink t, along estimated shortest paths. Excess flow that cannot be moved to the sink t is returned to the source S, also along estimated shortest paths. Eventually the preflow becomes a maximum flow.
As an estimate of path lengths, the algorithm uses the unit length function k' and a that df,(v) = dl(v, t) and that the term eligible is defined by using a distance labeling d while the term admissible was defined by using the maximum distance labeling dt.
More specifically, the algorithm initially sets
Thus, initially, f is a preflow and d is a distance labeling. Note that d(s) = n and d(t) = 0 since there is no edge in N ( f ) out of s and dl(s, t) = oo. When the algorithm terminates, f is a maximum flow. Goldberg-Tarjan derived the following bounds on the number of steps required by the algorithm. Lemma 2.12 [26] Relabeling a vertex v strictly increases d(v) . No vertex label d(v) exceeds 2n -1, and the total number of relabelings is 0 ( n 2 ) . Lemma 2.13 [26] There are at most O(mn) saturating pushes and at most O(n2m) nonsaturating pushes.
Efficient implementations of the above algorithm require a mechanism for selecting pushing and relabeling steps to perform. Goldberg Otherwise, perform relabel(v) and make the first edge on A(u) the current one. With this implementation, the algorithm runs in O(nm) time plus O(1) t' ime per nonsaturating push. This gives an O(n2m) time bound for any order of selecting vertices for push/relabel steps. Making the algorithm faster requires reducing the time spent on nonsaturating pushes. The number of such pushes can be reduced by selecting vertices for pushlrelabel steps carefully. Goldberg-Tarjan [26] showed that first-in, first-out selection (first active, first selected) reduces the number of nonsaturating pushes to 0(n3). CheriyanMaheshwari [l01 showed that highest label selection (always pushing flow from a vertex with highest label) reduces the number of nonsaturating pushes to 0 ( n 2 d 2 ) . (The latter rule was first proposed by Goldberg [22] , who gave an 0 ( n 3 ) bound.) Figure 4 : Example of a level network TVL(/") whose edges on the path from w2 to t are searched many times by the Dinic algorithm.
Dynamic trees implementations
The Dinic algorithm finds a blocking flow on a level network NL(f) by doing the depth-first search from s in NL(f) and saturating one edge at a time. But this wastes much time since edges are searched many times as shown in Figure 4 . To reduce the time per edge saturation, we should keep track of the flow by using appropriate data structures. GalilNamaad [21] and Shiloach [43] discovered a method of this kind that runs in 0(m(log n)2) time. Sleator-Tarjan [44] improved the bound to O(m log n) inventing the data structure of dynamic trees. Goldberg-Tarjan [26] obtained a O(mn log(n2/m)) time algorithm for finding a maximum flow on a network N based on the push-relabel method implemented by using dynamic trees.
Maximum Flow Algorithms for Integral Capacity Networks
As described in Theorem 2.11, Karzanov [36] and Even-Tarjan [l81 have shown independently that the Dinic algorithm runs in 0 ( m i n { d 2 , n2I3}m) time on networks with unit capacities and no parallel edges. For general integral capacity networks, Edmonds-Karp [l71 obtained an O(m210gU) time algorithm and Dinic [l61 and Gabow [20] improved this bound to O(mn\ogU) (note that U is the maximum edge capacity of a network).
They used a scaling method. Ahuja-Orlin [3] combined this scaling method with the pushrelabel method of Goldberg-Tarjan based on preflows [26] and obtained an 0 ( m n + n 2 log U) time algorithm. Ahuja-Orlin-Tarjan [4] explored possible improvements to Ahuja-Orlin algorithm and obtained an 0 ( m n + n2(10g u)lI2) time algorithm and an O(mnlog(2 + (n/m) (log U) l/')) time algorithm. Goldberg-Rao [23] further improved these bounds and obtained an 0(min{m1I2, n2I3}m log(n2/m) log U) time algorithm beating drastically the lower bound O(mn) on the path decomposition method under the similarity assumption l o g = Q(1og n) introduced by Gabow. In this section, we review the scaling method of Gabow [20] and the Ahuja-Orlin algorithm briefly and describe the Goldberg-Rao algorithm extensively.
Scaling method
Let N = (G, cap, S, t) be a given network with integral capacities. Set No := N and recursively define Ni+l = (GG1, s, t) to be the network obtained from Ni = (Gi, capi, s, t)
by setting capi+' (e) := 1capi(e)/2\ for each edge e in N' (i = 0,1, . . ., [log U\ -1). Since every edge is of capacity 0 or 1 in N1l0g ' 1, a maximum flow f llOgu-! can be obtained in O(mn) time. Assume that a maximum flow f '+l on Ni+l is already obtained and consider the residual network N^(2fi+') of N^ with respect to flow 2fi+'. Note that any path P in Ni(2 /'+l) from S to t has the residual path capacity A ( P ) 5 1, since otherwise P is a path in Ni+l(f^l) from S to t with residual path capacity A ( P ) > 1 and contradicts that /'+l is a maximum flow on Ni+l. Thus, for a maximum flow g' on Ni(2 f '+l), f := g' + 2 f '+l is a maximum flow on Ni and val(g1}
can be decomposed into a set of paths in Ni(2 /'+l) each with the residual path capacity 1. This implies that we can find a maximum flow f i on N' by at most m augmentations. Each augmentation can be done by finding a path from S to t in 0 ( m ) time and we can obtain f ^ on Ni in 0 ( m 2 ) time. Thus, a maximum flow in N can be obtained in O(m2 1ogU) time. Gabow [20] improved this bound to 0 ( m n log U).
Ahuja-Orlin algorithm
In this section we describe the Ahuja-Orlin scaling algorithm [3] by borrowing the summary given by Ahuja-Orlin-Tarjan [4] . This enables us to understand the Goldberg-Rao algorithm in the next subsection easily. The intuitive idea behind the Ahuja-Orlin algorithm is to move large amounts of flow when possible. One way to apply this idea to the preflow algorithm is to always push flow from a vertex of large excess to a vertex of small excess, or to the sink. The effect of this is to reduce the maximum excess at a rapid rate.
Making this method precise requires specifying when an excess is large and when it is small. For this purpose the Ahuja-Orlin algorithm uses an excess bound A and an integer scaling factor k > 2. A vertex U is said to have large excess if its excess exceeds A/k and small excess otherwise. As the algorithm proceeds, k remains fixed, but A periodically decreases. Initially, A is the smallest power of k such that A > U. The algorithm maintains the invariant that ex(v) <_ A for every vertex v. This requires changing the pushing step described in Section 2.4 to the following: Push(u, W).
Applicability: Vertex v is active and edge e = (v, W) is eligible.
Action: If W # t, increase f (e) by min{ex(v), capf(e), A -ex(w)}. Otherwise (W = t) , increase f (e) by min{ex (v), cap (e) } .
The algorithm consists of a number of scaling phases, during each of which A remains constant. A phase consists of repeating pushlrelabel steps, using the following selection rule, until no active vertex has large excess, and then replacing A by A/k. The algorithm terminates when there are no active vertices.
Large excess, smallest label selection: Apply a push/relabel step to an active vertex v of large excess; among such vertices, choose one of smallest label.
Since the edge capacities are integers, the algorithm terminates after at most llogk U\ + 1 phases. After [logi. U\ + 1 phases, A < 1, which implies that f is a flow, since the algorithm maintains integrality of vertex excesses. Ahuja-Orlin derived a bound of O(kn2 logfl) on the total number of nonsaturating pushes. Choosing k to be a constant independent of n gives a total time bound of O(nm + n2 log U) for this algorithm, given an efficient implementation of vertex selection rule. One way to implement the rule is to maintain an array of sets indexed by vertex label, each set containing all large excess vertices with corresponding label, and to maintain a pointer to the nonempty set of smallest index. The total time needed to maintain this structure is 0 ( n m + n2 log U). Ahuja-Orlin-Tarjan [4] improved the Ahuja-Orlin algorithm and obtained an 0 ( m n + n2 (log U) 'l2) time algorithm and an 0 (mn log(2 + (n/m) (log U) 'l2)) time algorithm.
.
Goldberg-Rao algorithm
In this section, we give an overview of the Goldberg-Rao algorithm which drastically cleared the barrier ^(mn) of path decomposition methods under similarity assumption. Its ballpark complexity is 0* (min{m3I2, mn2I3 }) .
Let f * be a maximum flow and let f be a current flow on N. They tried to estimate the difference between the maximum flow value and the current flow value val( f *) -val(f) using some upper bound F. Since U is the maximum edge capacity and val(f*) <^ x(<i,w)eii+(Ã § cap($, W) < n u , they first set F := n u .
In each phase of the Goldberg-Rao algorithm, the updates are repeated until val(f*) -val(f) is assured to be no more than F/2. Then a next phase starts setting F := F/2. If F < 1, then a maximum flow is obtained since each capacity is integer and we terminate.
Thus the number of phases is at most 1 + log(nU).
At the beginning of each phase, we define A to be and find a flow f" of value A or a blocking flow f " of value at most A and augment f := f + f". In each phase, augmentations using a flow of value A occur at most min{m112, n213} times and augmentations using a blocking flow can also be shown to occur at most 0(mir{m1I2, n213}) times. Furthermore, such an augmentation using a flow f" of value A or a blocking flow f" of value at most A can be obtained in 0(mlog(n2/m)) time based on the special structure of the treated network. Thus the time complexity of the Goldberg-Rao algorithm becomes ~( m i n { m l /~, n2I3}m 1og(n2/m) log(nU)). We can further improve log(nU) in the bound to log U.
The key point in the Goldberg-Rao algorithm is a binary length function Â such that ^(a) = 0 if capf(a) 2 a and Â£(a = l if 0 < capf (a) < a for some threshold a . However, the existence of edges of length 0 makes Lemma 2.7 violated in some cases (Figure 3 ). To cope with these situations, they introduced a notion of special edges. iii. iv.
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Find a canonical cut S'^'(S) of N( f ) of minimum capacity. 
Lemma 3.3 de is a distance labeling with respect to length function C' and del > de.
Proof. Suppose that there were an edge a by deleting all edges a with g(a) = capf ( a ) . Thus, g is also a blocking flow on N e ( f ) .
We will show below that del ( S ) > de(s) if A 2 2. Let P = ( S = vt,, v^, . .., vk = t ) be a shortest path from s to t in the residual network N ( f l ) with respect to length Â£ and f' := f + g . Of course, if such a path P does not exist, then del ( S ) = cc and the lemma holds. Thus, we assume here such a path P exists. If the length d y ( s ) of P is at least de(s) + 1 then the lemma also holds. Thus, we will assume P is of length deI(s) = de(s) and derive a contradiction. Let ai = (U^ ^+ I ) . Then the length del ( S ) of P can be written by since de(t) = 0. By Lemma 3. 
Lemma 3.1) and only (a) can occur ((b) cannot occur). Then, however, a, is a special edge or capf (ai) > a , and we have ^(ai) = 0, a contradiction. Thus, we have a contradiction in any case when we assume that dp ( S ) = dds).
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Next we estimate the number of iterations of update step and that of phase step. We first consider the number of iterations of update step in each phase.
Since A = \dhS2,n2,311, the number of updates of using a flow f" of value A is at most min{m1^2, n2I3}. The number of updates of using a blocking flow f" of value at most A is analyzed as follows. We first consider the case when A > 2. Let M < a -1 = 5(A -1) be the maximum residual capacity of edges of length 1 in each phase. Then, by Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, we have Volf,t 5 mM, capf(S) <: mM/de(s) and capf(S) < ( We next consider the case when A = 1 (F < min{m112, n2I3}). In this phase, each update of using a blocking flow f" increases the flow value by 1 and the number of updates using a blocking flow f" is at most min{m112, n2I3}.
The number of phases is at most log(nU) + 1 as mentioned before. Each update step can be done by finding a blocking flow on an acyclic network (i.e., network with no directed cycle). If a blocking flow is of value greater than A then we decrease the blocking flow until it becomes a flow of value A by post-processing. This post-processing can be done in 0 ( m ) time. Finding the strongly connected components and computing a canonical cut of minimum capacity also require only 0 ( m ) time. The shortest path problem is also solved (m) time since the length function i takes on only values 0 and 1 (de can also be computed in 0 ( m ) time). Adjusting a flow in strongly connected components ST (W) using intree IN@) and out tree OUT(v) also requires 0 ( m ) time in total. Thus, dominating part in the algorithm is to find a blocking flow on an acyclic network. This can be done in 0 ( m 1og(n2/m)) time by the Goldberg-Tarjan algorithm [27] .
bus, we have the following lemma.
A maximum flow of an integral capacity network N = (G, cap, s , t ) can be found in 0 ( m m i n W 2 , n2I3} log(n2/m) log(nU)) time by the Goldberg-Rao algorithm (U is the maximum capacity of edges in N).
We can reduce log(nU) to O(1og U) in the above time complexity. The number of phases between the phase of A < U and the phase of A = 1 is at most logU + 1 and the total time in these phases is 0 (m min{m112, n2I3} log(n2/m) log U). The total time in the phase of A = 1 is also (m m q m 1 I 2 n2I3}) as described above. 
Thus, the number of updates using a blocking flow is a t most in the i-th phase since 4m1/2 after F times of updates of using a blocking flow7 and the total number of updates using a blocking flow in these k phases is a t most 8m112. Similarly we can obtain that the total number of updates using a blocking flow in these k phases is a t most 4n2I3 in the case when At = [&l (n2I3 = min{m1I2, n2I3}). Thus, total time required during the phases of A > U is 0(rnmin{m1/27 n2I3} log(n2/m)).
By the argument above we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6 [23] A maximum flow of an integral capacity network N = (G, cap, S, t) can be found in 0(mmin{m1I2, n213} log(n2/m) log U) time by the Goldberg-Rao algorithm.
Maximum Flow Algorithms for Undirected Unit Capacity Networks
In this section, we consider maximum flow algorithms for undirected unit capacity networks the maximum flow problem on simple undirected graphs seems easier than the maximum bipartite matching problem.
In this section, we give a brief overview of these two algorithms on simple undirected graphs proposed by Goldberg-Rao and Karger-Levine based on the properties of distance labelings and the Nagamochi-Ibaraki sparsification. The feature of their method is as follows:
(i) The number of edges used in a flow of value r is bounded above by 3nfi;
(ii) The number of edges in the residual network is bounded by O(nv). We first explain these two points. We begin with (i). Since we treat each edge e = (U, v) of an undirected graph as two directed edges eB = {e' = ( U , v), el' = (v, U)} of the corresponding directed graph, we consider, for a flow f , the directed edge set Ef = {e E E \ f (e) = l} (f can be represented by val(f) edge-disjoint paths from s to t and the direction of an edge e E Ef coincides with the direction of the path from s to t containing e) and undirected edge set E0 = E -E, = {e E E \ f (e) = O} with no flow. Thus, the residual network N ( f ) of flow f consists of the edge set Ef of reverse edges eR with residual capacity 2 corresponding to directed edges e in Ef and of the edge set E : of two edge sets eB each with capacity 1 corresponding to undirected edges e in E. (i.e., E( f ) = Ef U Et). For the directed edge set Ef , we have the following lemma similar to Lemma 2.10. that its capacity is a t most i -1 in N k and at least i in N ( f ) . Thus, there is an edge
Thus, a is an undirected edge with a G E0 = E -E f . Since there are at most i-1 undirected edges in A^ -Ef joining S a V -S, one of Ti, Ta, ..., Tk, say q , has no such edge joining S and V--S . Thus, Tj U { is a spanning forest by a <?? Tl U --U Tk. This, however, contradicts that Tj is a maximal spanning forest in G1 = Gj-l -Tj-1. Thus, if N ( f ) has Â¥ augmenting paths then N k has 2 augmenting paths.
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Before going to the Goldberg-Rao and Karger-Levine algorithms, we briefly describe the Nagamochi-Ibaraki algorithm [41] which computes a sparse connectivity certificate of an undirected connected graph G = (V, E) in 0(m) time based on a kind of the breadth-first search with some priority.
i-Ibaraki algorithm for finding a sparse connectivity certificate edges e E E are initialized to be unscanned. in 0{m) time. For details, see [41] . Thus, by Theorem 2.11, the running time of the algorithm is 0(min{m1I2, n2I3}m), which is 0(min{m, n312}m112). For the rest of the proof, we assume m = ^l{n5I3).
During the initial iterations of the algorithm, when n ( 2 n / d [ (~) )~ > m, the sparsification has no effect and each iteration takes 0 ( m ) time. During these iterations, de(s) < 2n3/2/m1/2 where C. is a unit length function. Since de(s) increases at each iteration, these iterations take a total of 0(n3I2m1l2) time.
During (the i-th iteration of) the final iterations of the algorithm, when n ( 2 n / d < (~) )~ for m > n. Finally we account for the remaining iterations (2n3/2/m1/2 < dds) < n3I4). Each z-th iteration takes O(m4 time. If dl(s) = j during the z-th iteration, then j > z by Lemma 2.7 and since ~~a r s i f~( f l " , f , ( 2 n /~' )~) produces at most n ( 2 n /~' )~ edges and \E,\ <^ 3n3l2 by Lemma 4.1. Let Do = 2n3/2/m1/2. Then the total work during these iterations is at most Thus, we have that the total work is ~( n~/~r n l^~) , which is O(min{m, n3/2}m1/2) for m = 0 (n5l3) . time (v is the value of maximum flow) [35] . The key point is that they devised a method to find an augmenting path in O(n^/^) time in an amortized sense. Now we are ready to describe the Karger-Levine algorithms. The first algorithm initially sets f := 0 and then calls SparseAugment2(N, f ) below.
Using sparse k-certificates, it finds a flow of value r <_ v in 0 ( m + r(n<v + 6)) time if
we stop just after a flow of value r is obtained. Note that the flow obtained may contain a directed cycle since they augment a flow not using a shortest path. Thus, Karger-Levine included a step of deleting such cycles. This step can be done by a kind of depth-first search and finds a flow of the same value with no directed cycle in time proportional to the number ges in the old flow. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(m+r(n^/v+^/mn)) if we stop just after a flow of value at least r is obtained. Actually, deleting cycles and finding a sparse k-certificate can be done in 0(m) time [41] where mi is the number of edges in N W ( N W denote NW in the i-th iteration) and ri is the number of augmenting paths found in the i-th iteration. In this time complexity, the first term m, is set to be more than twice in each iteration (i.e., 2mi < mi+l 2mi + n for each i = 1,2, ...,A; -2 and m^ <_ 2rnk-' + n) and thus its total sum is O(m). For the next term, wk-1 < v since the (k -l)-st iteration is not the last iteration. Thus, m k -~ nu and we have mk < 2nv + n = O(nv}. The total sum of ri is r. Thus, the total sum of second term is 0 ( r n f i ) and the time complexity of the algorithm is 0 (m + mm. This implies that 
Concluding Remarks
We have surveyed useful techniques for designing efficient algorithms for the maximum flow problem and presented representative maximum flow algorithms based on these techniques in a systematic way. We have given a focus on recently proposed algorithms by presenting detailed comments especially on the Goldberg-Rao algorithm since their original paper contains minor mistakes in the analysis [23] , and described traditional algorithms including algorithms based on the preflow push-relabel method rather briefly. This is because nice survey papers are already published on these traditional algorithms not only in English but also in Japanese [46, 13, 25, 1, 2, 31, 29, 61. The algorithms described in this survey are, however, mainly concerned with the theoretical efficiency in the worst case. Practical efficiencies of their algorithms were not thoroughly analyzed so far and implementations of representative algorithms have long been required. From this point of view, Ahuja-Magnanti-Orlin gave a nice survey on the practical efficiencies and implementations of representative algorithms. Imai [30] implemented representative algorithms proposed by 1980 including the Dinic algorithm, Karzanov algorithm, MalhotraKumar-Maheshwari algorithm [40] , Galil-Naamad algorithm [21] , and concluded that the Dinic algorithm was the fastest among the tested algorithms. Recent implementations of variants of push-relabel method based on heuristics and the Dinic algorithm by CherkasskyGoldberg [l21 showed that the push-relabel method based on the highest-label selection combined with both global and gap relabeling heuristics is the fastest among the algorithms described above. Goldberg told that he has implemented the Goldberg-Rao maximum flow algorithm based on the binary length function, but it is not as fast as the push-relabel method based on the highest-label selection combined with both global and gap relabeling heuristics. Further implementations of various maximum flow algorithms and the practical efficiencies evaluations on real world problem data are keenly desired.
The maximum flow problem has a wide variety of scientific and engineering applications as mentioned in Introduction. Actually, Ahuja-Magnanti-Orlin gave a detailed description on applications of maximum flow problem [l, 21 . We believe that a lot of interesting researches are developing in the maximum flow problem and network optimization not only from the theoretical point of view but also from practical applications.
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